
 

Rabba ve new version full song mp3 free download- A song by Tauseef Abbas. The song is a remix of the folk song Rabba ve.. . Rabab. It was a light hearted and playful track, whereas the original had a more serious tone to it that hints at it being about the struggle of life in general. This folk track from Pakistan’s Punjab province was very popular among people from all walks of life and it is still
performed regularly today in traditional events such as weddings called Mehndi celebrations where men usually form a circle or square formation while women dance around them. The original track has been used in Pakistani movies and TV shows, and is also among the most popular folk songs in Pakistan. Many singers including Faakhir Haider, Muneer Ali, Rafiq Ghaznavi, Jawaali (singer), Toofan
Noor Hussain (singer), Ghulam Ali (singer), Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan (singer) and many others have sung it. Not only singers but also poets like Faakhir Haider, Muneer Ali, Rafiq Ghaznavi and Jawaali (singer) have written poems on this folk song. Tauseef Abbas has also written a poem on the song and it is included in his second official poetry collection “Zindagi Bhar Kay Sanaat”. Zindagi Bhar Kay
Sanaat (Poetry) By Tauseef Abbas(Author) Rabba ve new version full song mp3 free download- A song by Uxmoez. The song was a remix of the folk song Rabba ve.. . Rabab. It was a light hearted and playful track, whereas the original had a more serious tone to it that hints at it being about the struggle of life in general. This folk track from Pakistan’s Punjab province was very popular among people
from all walks of life and it is still performed regularly today in traditional events such as weddings called Mehndi celebrations where men usually form a circle or square formation while women dance around them. The original track has been used in Pakistani movies and TV shows, and is also among the most popular folk songs in Pakistan. Many singers including Faakhir Haider, Muneer Ali, Rafiq
Ghaznavi, Jawaali (singer), Toofan Noor Hussain (singer), Ghulam Ali (singer), Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan (singer) and many others have sung it. Not only singers but also poets like Faakhir Haider, Muneer Ali, Rafiq Ghaznavi and Jawaali (singer) have written poems on this folk song. Uxmoez is a young vocalist with a rich voice singing in both Urdu and Punjabi. He has remixed songs by famous
Pakistani singers including Muneer Ali, Jawaali (singer), Faakhir Haider, Noor Hussain (singer), Shaukat Ali, Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan (musical director) and many others. He has recently joined YouTube as a VJ on “Sangat” which he hosts along with his friends.
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